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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Job creation in the Phillips neighborhood is one of the primary goals of The Green Institute. In 
an effort to better serve employees with work readiness barriers and guarantee that a reliable 
workforce is available for the enterprises of the Institute, The Green Institute is seeking to create 
an effective job training and support program. This research was undertaken in an effort to lay 
the foundation for such a program. 
In an effort to design a job training and support program that is appropriate for the Institute and 
its various programs, an assessment was conducted of the Institute'sjob training and support 
needs. The staff identified five key areas that should be addressed by a job training and support 
program, they are: recruitment, assessment, training, support, and career assistance. 
Six organizations that are active in training and support locally were interviewed in an effort to 
identify best practices and to ascertain the degree to which their programs would meet the needs 
of The Green Institute. These programs include: Alliance Apartments - Eden Programs, 
Goodwill Industries/Easter Seal, Minneapolis Rehabilitation Center, Phillips Community 
Development Corporation, Train-to-Work, and Whittier Works. A short overview of these 
programs is included in this report. 
Also several key issues concerning job training and support programs arose during this research. 
Which population the program should serve, whether to use one support staff member or several 
separate support positions, and the feasibility of developing a broader training network are 
addressed in the section on key assumptions. 
Incorporating these assumptions and utilizing the information gathered from the other programs 
and the needs identified by Green Institute staff, a job training and support model for the Institute 
was created. 
This model utilizes a support person to work with program participants throughout their 
application process and employment at The Green Institute. The support person provides some 
services directly and works with other organizations to contract for other services. The support 
person carries out the recruitment and assessment, provides an orientation and soft skills training, 
follows up on new employees regularly, and provides career assistance as participants begin 
seeking new jobs within or outside the Institute. This support person also networks with other 
training programs that offer relevant technical skills training, with social services agencies that 
provide in-depth support, and with other employers or advanced training programs that may hire 
or accept Green Institute employees. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of The Green Institute's primary goals is the creation of jobs in the Phillips neighborhood. 
The Institute has focused its job creation efforts on hard-to-employ, low-income residents of the 
Phillips neighborhood. Over the past few years, the Institute has discovered that its efforts to 
continue to create jobs and develop its programs have been hampered by the need to provide 
support for this hard-to-employ population. Program managers have provided as much support 
as possible in the past, but the need to do so has proven too time consuming and may be beyond 
the abilities of a given program manager. The Green Institute's programs cannot expand unless 
the program managers are freed from the responsibility of providing the primary support to 
employees. An integrated, Institute-wide job training and support program is needed if The 
Green Institute hopes to expand its programs and create new jobs while adequately supporting 
and training its employees. This research was conducted to lay the foundation for such a 
program. 
As a first step in this process, an assessment of The Green Institute'sjob training and support 
needs was conducted through interviews with various staff members. The eight interviews 
revealed four key areas of need for the Institute: assessment, training, support, and career 
assistance. 
Next, a long list of job training and support programs that operate in Minneapolis was compiled. 
(Th~s list appears in Appendix A.) These organizations were contacted to learn more about their 
programs. Six of these organizations were chosen for in-depth interviews. These programs 
were: Alliance Apartments - Eden Programs, Goodwill Industries/Easter Seal, Minneapolis 
Rehabilitation Center, Phillips Community Development Corporation, Train-to-Work, and 
Whittier Works. These programs were evaluated to determine which components are most 
effective and to identify which programs might be able to meet the specific needs of The Green 
Institute. This report contains an overview of these six programs. 
Several key issues concerning job training and support models arose during the course of this 
research. These assumptions, including the population targeted by the program, whether to use a 
single support person or separated support functions, and the ability for a broader network to 
provide training and support services, are discussed and related to the model chosen for The 
Green Institute. 
Finally, drawing on the needs of The Green Institute, the key assumptions, and the elements that 
have been effective for other organizations, a job training and support model for The Green 
Institute was created. This model is described in detail in the final section of this report. 
THE GREEN INSTITUTE 
The Green Institute is a nonprofit economic development organization focused on sustainable 
enterprise. Incorporated in 1993, the Institute originated from an environmental justice 
movement against the siting of a large garbage transfer station in a residential area of the Phillips 
neighborhood of Minneapolis. 
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Working to reduce waste while enhancing the development of an aging urban area, the Institute' s 
mission is to create urban development through sustainable job development and environmental 
education. It has a commitment to serving low-income, hard-to-employ residents of the Phillips 
neighborhood while providing jobs with living wages and full benefits. 
In an effort to fulfill this mission The Green Institute operates five different programs: the 
ReUse Center, DeConstruction Services, the Phillips Eco-Enterprise Center, Green Ed, and the 
Phillips Environment and Transportation Committee. 
The Re Use Center is a retail operation that markets and sells salvaged, reusable construction 
materials. The 26,000-square-foot store employs a staff of twelve. DeConstruction Services was 
initiated in the fall of 1997 to provide the ReUse Center with high quality merchandise, increase 
the amount of construction debris that could be diverted from the landfill, and to create additional 
living wage jobs. To date, DeConstruction has created eleven jobs and expects to have up to 
fifteen positions by the end of the year. 
The Phillips Eco-Enterprise Center (PEEC) will be a 64,000-square-foot commercial-industrial 
facility located on the site originally intended for the garbage transfer station. The building will 
break ground in the late summer of 1998. The PEEC will attract established environmental 
businesses and serve as an incubator for emerging businesses in this sector. 
The Green Institute also is home to an environmental education program called Green Ed and the 
Phillips Environment and Transportation Committee, which coordinates community gardening 
and greening, studies transportation issues, and is developing a neighborhood environmental 
resource center. 
Across all five programs The Green Institute employs over forty staff members and has an annual 
budget of $1.6 million. 
The ReUse Center, DeConstruction Services, and the PEEC are the main job creation programs 
and will be the primary users of job training and support services. The Re Use Center and 
Deconstruction Services hire employees directly, while the PEEC will offer these services to its 
tenants. The ReUse Center and DeConstruction Services have been growing quickly and will 
employ close to thirty people by the end of 1998. Construction on the PEEC is expected to begin 
in late 1998 and the building will eventually house up to one hundred new jobs. 
PURPOSE 
Job training and support are important issues for many employers these days. With The Green 
Institute's commitment to providing living-wage jobs for hard-to-employ individuals, this issue 
is of special importance. In an effort to address this issue, The Green Institute has undertaken a 
research project to identify an appropriate job training and support model for its programs. 
The purpose of the project is to: 
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• understand the needs of the Institute 
• research local job training and support programs 
• create a model for delivering these services within The Green Institute 
The end result of the project, then, will be a job training and support model specifically adapted 
to the needs of The Green Institute and the tenants of the Institute's PEEC project. It is hoped 
that this research will create a system that will connect employees with jobs and help them reach 
their full potential in those jobs. In doing so, both employers and employees should benefit from 
the job training and support program. 
ASSESSMENT OF THE GREEN INSTITUTE'S NEEDS 
In an effort to assess the job training and support needs of The Green Institute, seven staff 
members and one potential tenant for the PEEC were interviewed. The staff interviews included 
the staff member in charge of Human Resources, the staff member in charge of business 
development and the PEEC, the two staff members most involved in hiring entry-level 
employees, and three entry-level employees. 
These interviews were used to compile an assessment of The Green Institute's current and near 
future needs in terms of job training and support. Recruiting, assessing, training, and supporting 
employees, and providing career services were identified as important elements for the Institute. 
In addition, three other miscellaneous elements were identified as critical to The Green Institute's 
goal of helping neighborhood residents succeed in jobs. 
Recruitment 
The programs of The Green Institute have grown quickly. This quick growth and the high 
turnover experienced by both The ReUse Center and DeConstruction Services has given rise to 
the need for a pool of candidates from which both programs can hire. In order to fill openings 
quickly and efficiently, The Green Institute needs a recruitment strategy that provides access to a 
number of qualified candidates. Currently, both programs post job openings at the ReUse 
Center, in storefronts throughout the neighborhood, and with numerous community agencies. 
While this strategy has provided a few quality employees, the Institute needs a more proactive 
strategy that will provide its programs with enough candidates to fill their positions. 
While The Green Institute does not limit its recruitment to the neighborhood, it does give 
preference to Phillips residents. The Institute also has received funding through the federal Job 
Opportunities for Low-Income Individuals (JOLI) program to employ and train low-income 
individuals. For this reason, the Institute also seeks to recruit low-income individuals. 
Therefore, it is important that the Institute's recruitment policy focus much of its efforts on 
Phillips and that it be able to reach low-income job seekers. 
Assessment 
Assessing potential employees was identified as the next important step to job training and 
support at The Green Institute. This initial screening needs to assess math and reading skill 
levels, ascertain level of job "maturity", identify any language barriers, and look for potentially 
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disruptive qualities such as addictive behaviors. The screening should also be used to begin 
educating potential employees about the goals and policies of The Green Institute. While math 
and reading levels are important and should be included in the assessment, staff stressed that it 
was even more important to learn the employees' level -of commitment to working and the 
presence of any potentially problematic factors. 
Tests have been used in the past to judge math and reading levels, as well as to identify 
disruptive behaviors and job maturity. The general consensus was that, while tests may help to 
some degree, they can be intimidating and are not as helpful as in-person interviews. In-person 
interviews also allow the interviewer to ask the tough questions that are necessary if many of the 
potential barriers to employment are to be identified. Many of these questions are of a sensitive 
nature and employment law forbids employers from requiring the information or even asking the 
question. For this reason, it would be beneficial to have a person outside of The Green Institute 
perform the initial assessment, because an outside person or agency would be allowed to ask 
these tough questions. 
Finally, it is important that potential new employees learn as much as possible about The Green 
Institute, its mission, and its policies during this initial assessment. It is essential for the 
employee and employer to learn as much as possible about one another in this first step. 
Training 
Training was another important element raised by The Green Institute staff. The training needs 
identified include: orientation, soft skills training, and technical skills training. An extensive 
orientation was mentioned as an important way to introduce new employees to the mission of 
The Green Institute as well as the resources available to them at the Institute. 
Soft skills training needs include a wide variety of work readiness topics that are applicable 
across many jobs. These topics include communication, conflict management, time 
management, financial management, and job maturity. It is important that these topics be 
addressed early in the process, either before employment begins or during the first weeks of 
employment. 
Technical skills training is job specific and designed to give employees marketable skills. 
Because these skills are specific to individual jobs and often involve significant set up costs and 
economies of scale, it is difficult for small organizations to provide this training themselves. 
Although on-the-job technical training should be provided continuously by the various programs 
and businesses working with new employees, the additional technical skills training that is 
needed would most likely be provided on an as-needed basis by another agency. 
While the orientation session is needed for all employees, the soft skills and technical training 
components need to be flexible and optional so that they can accommodate the different levels of 
experience and job maturity that new employees possess. 
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Support 
Providing support for employees with multiple barriers to employment was also identified as an 
essential element for The Green Institute. At the moment, supervisors provide as much support 
as they can to individual employees. While this can hef p employers understand the challenges 
their employees are facing, it creates a number of problems. When supervisors provide on-going 
support to employees for personal issues, it erodes the employer-employee relationship. Issues of 
confidentiality can also become a problem when a supervisor is providing support for personal 
problems. Employees may not be able to speak with their supervisor about a number of issues as 
well. For example, many new employees feel uncomfortable talking with their supervisor about 
a conflict at work or a problem with their childcare and may simply stop showing up rather than 
talk with their supervisor about the problem. Also, if an employee has a lead on a new, better job 
they may be uncomfortable talking with their supervisor about the job lead. In these cases it 
would be easier for an employee to talk with someone outside of their program. 
The most significant drawback to a supervisor serving as the main support for employees, 
however, is the lack of time available for such support. Supervisors have many other activities to 
monitor and manage and are usually unable to devote the time necessary to help employees find 
the appropriate assistance. 
These are further reasons why it is important for the person providing the support services to be 
per~eived as separate and independent of the Institute's individual programs. 
New employees should have consistent contact and support from one person. This consistency is 
important to build trust and helps the employee navigate the many steps to overcoming barriers 
and achieving successful employment. It is also important that new employees be provided with 
accurate information and a stable work environment. A changing work environment may be too 
volatile for many new employees who are dealing with a variety of other personal issues. 
The Green Institute needs someone to establish and maintain connections with social service 
resources in the neighborhood into which employees can tap. While there are many social 
service agencies available, it is often a daunting task to locate the appropriate place to receive 
assistance. In addition, many of the agencies can be slow to react to an initial call. A support 
person who can help employees find the appropriate agency and encourage them to take action 
would be an important resource for employees in need of personal support. The initiative needs 
to remain with the employee to take responsibility for getting assistance, but the presence of a 
support person with a variety of contacts with social service agencies can smooth the process by 
helping the employee determine which choices are available. 
A support person is needed to provide regular follow up with employees to check on any 
problems that may arise. Often employees with significant barriers to employment fail to notify 
their employer that a problem exists at work. Proactive support will help solve these issues. 
Follow up is also needed with the supervisors to handle any issues that arise for them. This 
follow up should include checking in with employees who fail to call in when they miss work. 
This support is most critical during the first month of employment, but should continue for up to 
six months or as long as the individual employee needs the support. 
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Another important element identified by Green Institute staff was peer support among employees 
working to overcome barriers to employment. Soft skill or other training that is conducted in 
small groups of co-workers helps employees form a support group of peers. Accountability was 
identified as a key element by employees who had been through successful job training 
programs. Employees should be supported in their efforts to overcome barriers to employment, 
but they also must be held accountable for their actions. Accountability to the employer and 
accountability within their peer group are both important. 
Finally, supervisors need support and guidance as well when it comes to working with employees 
with significant barriers to employment. A specific training and support component for 
supervisors should teach techniques for dealing with issues that may arise and provide an added 
resource when problems do arise. 
Career Assistance 
The Green Institute is a unique employer. It not only seeks to create jobs, but also to empower 
and build capacity in its employees. In its efforts to assist in the economic development of the 
Phillips neighborhood, the Institute aims to serve as an entry point and capacity building 
organization that people can use to rebuild their lives. For this reason, the Institute seeks to 
provide its employees with marketable skills so that they are able to qualify for and achieve 
better jobs beyond The Green Institute, if they so choose. 
Career assistance, therefore, is an important component for the Institute's job training and 
support program. This assistance should include career and goal identification, job hunting 
skills, and job placement support. While working for The Green Institute, employees should be 
able to assess their career interests and learn resume writing and interviewing skills. 
Part of this career assessment process needs to include identifying jobs within The Green 
Institute that may provide employees chances to advance and grow. Career assistance should be 
provided to help employees set goals in order to obtain these advancements. If an employee's 
career goals cannot be met by employment at the Institute they should be given assistance in 
locating another job. One way of assisting employees with job searches is to identify and 
document career paths that utilize the skills learned at the Institute. Examples for the 
Deconstruction program include: the carpenters' union apprenticeship program, the laborers' 
union apprenticeship program, an apprenticeship with an independent carpenter, serving as a 
work supervisor for a Habitat for Humanity site, or manager training for a retail building supply 
store. By identifying these career paths The Green Institute could help employees set realistic 
career goals and assist them in establishing relationships with people and organizations that 
might lead to their next job or training opportunity. 
Career assistance should involve helping employees identify the skills they need to reach their 
career goals. If these skills are not available through the Institute, such as G.E.D. or English as a 
second language classes, the Institute should point employees in the right direction, so they can 
find these resources on their own. 
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Information about starting your own business was one of the specific pieces of career assistance 
that was requested. 
Other 
In the process of assessing the job training and support needs of the Green Institute several other 
important elements were identified. For many job seekers it is important that they are able to 
begin earning money quickly. Many employees that are in need of a job training and support 
program are also financially vulnerable. For this reason, it is important that the assessment and 
soft-skill training either be paid or not last too long and prevent the job seeker from starting to 
earn money in a reasonable amount of time. 
Employees that have been through similar job training programs recommended that the program 
incorporate dignity, discipline, and high expectations for new employees. They indicated that 
treating every employee with dignity is very important, but that firm standards, discipline, and 
high expectations are also vital to a successful job training and support program. Many 
employees will meet high expectations if challenged to do so. 
Finally, it was recommended that the program include strong connections with the neighborhood. 
This was considered important if The Green Institute wants to ensure that as many new 
employees as possible are from the Phillips neighborhood. A job training and support program 
W!th connections to the neighborhood is more likely to recruit and place people from the area. 
Also, it is important for outside support services to be local so that they can be accessed 
conveniently by employees. 
JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS RESEARCHED 
With this assessment of The Green Institute' s needs as background, six job training and support 
programs that operate in Minneapolis were interviewed. In these interviews, the organizations 
were asked about their recruitment and assessment processes; their training, support, and career 
assistance programs; and whether they were interested or able to contract out their services. 
From these interviews we hoped to identify the elements of these programs that were successful 
and why, as well as the degree to which they matched the needs of The Green Institute. 
The organizations interviewed for this report include: Alliance Apartments, Goodwill/Easter 
Seal, Minneapolis Rehabilitation Center, Phillips Community Development Corporation, Train-
to-Work, and Whittier Works. Brief descriptions of these programs are included below. 
Alliance Apartments - Eden Programs 
Background 
Alliance Apartments is a supportive housing program for single men and women who have 
completed a drug or alcohol treatment program. The program expects all residents to be 
productively engaged and drug and alcohol free. Services offered include: case management, 
short-term counseling, peer support networks, training and work programs, support group such as 
A.A. and N.A., social and recreational activities, employment opportunities and coordination, 
employment and educational activities, peer/resident activity coordinators, and referrals to 
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outside services. The support services are provided by Eden Programs, one of the partners in the 
project. 
Recruitment 
Alliance Apartments does not recruit participants beyond its residents. All residents work with a 
case manager, who suggests that they meet with the Employment Specialist when they are ready. 
Assessment 
The assessment process at Alliance Apartments involves participants meeting with their case 
manager. Case managers help residents create a life plan. After this initial assessment, and when 
participants are ready to begin discussing employment, they are introduced to the Employment 
Specialist. The Employment Specialist meets with participants to help them identify their talents 
from their backgrounds and strengths. He also helps participants identify their values to ensure 
that they match the career/job path chosen. 
Training 
Alliance Apartments/Eden Programs does not provide training itself. The Employment 
Specialist will refer participants to educational opportunities, but this is usually done in 
conjunction with finding a related job. 
Support 
Through Eden Programs, Alliance Apartments provides a wide variety of support services for its 
residents. The primary support offered is supported, sober housing. The program's caseworkers 
provide many additional support services, including helping individual residents deal with 
personal problems. The Employment Specialist forges a relationship with the employers that hire 
residents, but he does not contact them on a regular basis; contact only occurs when initiated by 
the employer. Contact between the Employment Specialist and participants is more regular, but 
informal as well. Most of this contact takes place casually as they meet in the apartment 
complex. Problems come to the Employment Specialist's attention as a result of these casual 
meetings, from information received from the case manager, or from a phone call from the 
employer. Systematic, long-term follow-up is not part of the services provided by Eden 
Programs. 
Number of participants per support personnel: 31 
Retention Rate: not recorded, participants that leave jobs are found new ones 
Career Assistance 
The career services provided include the goal setting and identification of strengths that takes 
place during the initial assessment. 
Contract Out? 
Alliance Apartments/Eden Programs only provides services to its residents, so contracting their 
services is not possible. 
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Goodwill Industries/Easter Seal 
Background 
For over seventy-eight years Goodwill/Easter Seal has provided education, employment, and 
training services for people with disabilities or disadvantages. Today, Goodwill/Easter Seal 
provides services to any individual with barriers to employment, including: people with physical 
and mental health disabilities, people who are homeless, public assistance recipients in Hennepin 
County, migrant workers, and special education students from area school districts. 
Goodwill/Easter Seal provides a variety of services including assessment, employment services, 
and skills training. Their employment services include work adjustment training, work 
experience, job seeking skills training, placement, job coaching, and long-term support. The 
specific skills training provided by Goodwill/Easter Seal includes retail skills, service technician 
skills, construction skills, and cash register skills. 
Recruitment 
Goodwill/Easter Seal participants are usually referred from another social service agency. 
Agencies that work with individuals with disabilities and other barriers to employment refer 
clients who are seeking employment or training to the Goodwill/Easter Seal programs. 
Assessment 
Goodwill/Easter Seal provides two weeks of"situational assessment" for many of its 
participants. This paid training helps participants identify their strengths, interests, and abilities 
to determine their employment goals; includes practice working at a variety of jobs to determine 
their interest and ability level; and incorporates an interest inventory, basic reading and math 
tests, and manual dexterity tests. Participants in its Minnesota Family Investment Program 
(MFIP) receive a briefer assessment than the participants in Goodwill/Easter Seals programs. 
MFIP participants are provided with some job searching skills and then are required to begin 
searching for jobs immediately. 
Training 
Goodwill/Easter Seal provides technical training in four areas: retail, service technician, 
construction, and cash register training. All of the training is a combination of hands-on, on-the-
job training and classroom instruction. Each type of technical training is located at a different 
work site. Retail training is provided at Target, service technician training is offered at Valvoline 
Instant Oil Change, the construction skills training is provided at Habitat for Humanity sites, and 
cash register training is provided at Goodwill retail stores. The mix of on-the-job and classroom 
varies by subject area. For example, the retail training includes one and a half-hours of 
classroom training and one and a half-hours of on-the-job training each day during the first two 
weeks. The remaining six weeks of retail training is all on-the-job. All four technical training 
areas include some soft-skills training intermixed with the technical subject matter. 
Support 
Goodwill/Easter Seal participants meet with a Placement Specialist to identify their job goals. 
After setting these goals and getting a job, participants meet with a Support Consultant who 
provides long-term support. This support takes a variety of forms depending on the needs of the 
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individual participants. Generally, follow up support contact is more structured and frequent 
during the first several weeks of employment and becomes less frequent (usually at least two 
times per month) the longer the employee stays on the job. For some participants, follow up 
support includes site visits as well as other contact. Goodwill/Easter Seal builds long-term 
relationships with employers and the Support Consultants stay in contact with them as well when 
a new employee is hired. 
Number of participants per support personnel: 20-30 
Retention Rate: for 1997 the 90 day retention rate was 80%, for the first half of 1998 the 90 day 
retention rate was 93% 
Career Assistance 
Career assistance provided by Goodwill/Easter Seal includes the situational assessment, which 
helps participants identify their skills and strengths and set employment goals. In addition, the 
employment services program includes job seeking skills training and placement support. 
Contract Out? 
Goodwill/Easter Seal has formed a variety of partnerships around job training and support in 
South Minneapolis. With Whittier Works, PPL, and PCDC Job Bank, Goodwill/Easter Seal has 
created Connections to Work (an MFIP provider for Hennepin County). Goodwill/Easter Seal is 
also working with the Lake Street Council to set up specific training for the four industry groups 
represented on the Council - retail, light manufacturing, financial services, and food service. In 
addition, they are working with the Department of Housing and Urban Development to develop a 
training program for the homeless in Hennepin County. 
Goodwill/Easter Seal is very interested in forming a partnership with The Green Institute. They 
suggested that they may be able to coordinate the programs they are involved with in South 
Minneapolis to funnel participants into jobs at The Green Institute. This may be a very good 
match. It is less certain how and from what site they might be able to provide assessment and 
long-term support for Green Institute employees. 
Minneapolis Rehabilitation Center 
Background 
The Minneapolis Rehabilitation Center (MRC) has worked for over thirty-five years to open up 
job opportunities for people with disabilities. More recently, the organization has also begun to 
provide opportunities for individuals who are economically disadvantaged. The MRC works 
with a Business Advisory Council (that includes 145 businesses) that helps ensure that the 
training provided by the MRC is applicable to business needs. The MRC provides five main 
categories of services, including: Vocational Evaluation, Flex Work Technical Computer 
Training, Flex Work Non-technical Computer Training, Employment Services, and Job Retention 
Services. 
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Recruitment 
Most of the Minneapolis Rehabilitation Center's trainees are referred to the organization from 
other social service agencies, such as Rehabilitation Services, State Services for the Blind, The 
Veterans Administration, and Qualified Resource Counselors. 
Assessment 
The MRC provides an initial assessment for participants through its vocational evaluation. 
Various employment tests and a planning conference are utilized to help participants identify 
appropriate employment goals and the steps needed to attain those goals. 
Training 
Both technical and non-technical training courses are available at the MRC. Technical training 
includes COBOL Programmer Training and Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) Training, is full-
time, and lasts from six to nine months. The non-technical training includes keyboard training, 
Microsoft Office Professional training, accounting support training, non-technical customer help 
desk training, and office technology training; is part-time; and lasts from two to four months. 
Soft-skills training is interwoven into these training courses. Representatives from the Business 
Advisory Council businesses often speak to participants about employer expectations in the 
workplace. 
Support 
The MRC provides support for participants through its job retention program. MRC retention 
staff stays in contact with participants for the first six months of their employment. Contact with 
the employer and the employee is made by phone on a weekly basis during the first month of 
employment. After the first month, contact is maintained monthly. The retention staff refers 
participants to other community agencies or to First Call for Help contacts when issues outside of 
work arise. 
Number of participants per support personnel: 25 
Retention Rate: 87% of training graduates are placed, 85% of placed graduates stay on the job 
for 90 days, most of these make 6 months 
Career Assistance 
The MRC's career support takes place in two stages. During the initial vocational evaluation 
participants identify their career goals and create a plan for reaching that goal. After training has 
been completed, the MRC provides placement services for its participants with some 500 
employers. 
Contract Out? 
While much of the training provided by the MRC does not fit the needs of The Green Institute, 
the organization is accustomed to working with other community agencies and is willing to 
design customized training. For example, Jean Upshaw, the Training and Services Manager, 
indicated that the MRC would be willing to design a stand-alone soft-skills course to meet the 
needs of the Institute. The MRC is very interested in the possibility of working with The Green 
Institute to provide soft-skills training and support services. 
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Phillips Community Development Corporation 
Background 
The Phillips Community Development Corporation (PCDC) offers a variety of job search 
resources for Phillips residents who are looking for work. Currently, PCDC has one 
Employment Specialist and one Program Assistant who help participants compose a case plan, 
conduct a job search, connect with training courses, and stay on the job through follow up and 
mediation. PCDC is in the process of hiring another Employment Specialist and is working with 
Project for Pride in Living, Whittier Works, Seward Redesign, and Goodwill/Easter Seal to form 
a South Minneapolis employment alliance. This collaborative hopes to share resources and 
responsibilities for participants of the individual programs that are placed at the same firms. This 
would save time by allowing a support person from one agency to do a site visit and check in on 
employees who are participants in several of the programs. 
Recruitment 
PCDC recruits its participants through neighborhood newspaper advertisements, word of mouth, 
and referrals from other community social service agencies. In fact, PCDC holds off-site 
orientations for its employment program at seven other community locations. These off-site 
orientations are usually held once per month, although they are held as often as four times per 
month at some sites. 
Assessment 
Participants are given an introduction to PCDC's employment programs and fill out an 
application in their first meeting with PCDC staff. Next, participants meet one-on-one with the 
Employment Specialist and create a case plan for their job search with PCDC. The case plans are 
drawn up utilizing the information that the participant provides the Employment Specialist and 
the participant's employment goal. Case plans may stipulate the number of days that participants 
must actively search for a job at PCDC, how many basic computer skills classes they must 
attend, or that they must complete their G.E.D. 
Training 
In the past, Connections to Work has held some soft skills training courses at PCDC. These 
morning classes were poorly attended by PCDC employment program participants and are, 
therefore, no longer offered. PCDC is in the process of developing a training course of its own. 
This course will be three hours per day for two weeks and will consist of classes in work 
readiness, developing backup plans for childcare, resume writing, interviewing, and dressing for 
the job. The classes will be offered in the evenings and a stipend or free childcare may be 
offered for participants. This training will not be required for all participants, as some are 
already work ready. For those participants who are required to attend per their case plan, they 
will be ineligible for support services until they have completed the course. 
PCDC refers participants to Phillips Community Computer Center located in the Franklin 
Avenue Library for free basic computer classes and to other community resources for G.E.D. and 
other education and training opportunities. PCDC does have a small amount of money that it can 
use to help some participants attend training. 
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Support 
The Employment Specialist currently follows up with both placed employees and employers on 
an ad hoc basis. PCDC has recognized that follow up is important and is working to ensure that 
it occurs on a more regular basis. The Employment Specialist would like to implement a system 
where within the first thirty days all newly placed employees are contacted weekly, a site visit is 
conducted, and the employer is contacted twice. PCDC is currently working to develop its 
employer relations to generate new job leads and to better assess employers' problems. The 
follow up schedule outlined by the Employment Specialist may be hard to maintain, however, 
with the current caseload. 
PCDC offers free bus passes to participants that are currently seeking a job, can pay for some 
training, and can give participants fifty dollars towards the purchase of work clothing or other 
work requirements once they have been hired. The Employment Specialist directly provides 
most of the program's support. If a participant has problems with chemical dependency, 
however, he or she is referred to Hennepin County chemical dependency services. 
Number of participants per support personnel: 250 
Retention Rate: not recorded 
Career Assistance 
PCDC's employment program provides significant career assistance for its participants. A case 
plan for their job search is drawn up; participants are given access to the NET, a city-wide listing 
of job openings, as well as other job openings; and the new training course will provide resume 
writing and interviewing classes. 
Contract Out? 
The Green Institute is currently contracting out some screening and assessment services from 
PCDC. 
Train-to-Work 
Background 
Train-to-Work was started in September 1997 by the Project for Pride in Living (PPL) and 
Abbott Northwestern Hospital to help residents of the Phillips and Powderhorn communities 
obtain living wage jobs in their communities. The program also seeks to increase neighborhood 
access to employment at Abbott Northwestern Hospital and Children's Health Care while 
reducing turnover in departments with ongoing shortages of qualified employees. Program 
participants are prepared for dietary, housekeeping, clerical, nursing assistant and other positions 
at the two hospitals. So far, the program has graduated 41 participants in 5 classes. 
Recruitment 
Train-to-Work recruits its participants through word of mouth and referrals from other 
community agencies. In this early stage of the program's development the majority of 
participants have come to the program through word of mouth. However, Train-to-Work would 
like to increase the number of qualified referrals that it receives from other agencies in the future. 
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Assessment 
The initial assessment process for Train-to-Work is extensive. Prospective participants first 
complete an application and then have an initial intervf ew. During this interview participants are 
asked about any issues they have that might interfere with work. Following this interview there 
is a background check, work related references are contacted, and proof of current immunizations 
is requested. Finally, there is a second interview before the applicant is admitted to the program. 
Additionally, an Adult Basic Literacy Exam is given to those applicants who have not finished 
high school, an office skill assessment is done by Sister Kenny Institute staff for clerical job 
candidates, and a certification check is required for all Nursing Assistant candidates. 
Training 
Once an applicant has been accepted to the Train-to-Work program he/she takes part in four 
weeks of employment skills training. Participants are paid $6.50 per hour during this training 
period, which includes three weeks of classroom instruction and one week of job shadowing. 
Some of the work readiness issues covered in the classroom include goal setting, self-esteem, 
attitude, punctuality, and job search skills. The classroom training also includes visits by 
supervisors who talk about what the jobs are like and their expectations for employees. 
Support 
Once participants have been hired they are supported by the program's Retention Specialist. The 
Retention Specialist is in contact with both the employee and employer on a regular basis. 
Contact is made with the employee once per week during the first month of employment. This 
contact is sometimes made by phone, although the Retention Specialist attempts to meet people 
at their place of work, either before or after work or during a lunch or other break. After the first 
month on the job, the Retention Specialist is in contact with employees about once per month. 
Although the program is still new, the plan is to contact employees once per quarter after the first 
four or five months of employment. 
The Retention Specialist also stays in contact with the supervisor. He calls each supervisor once 
or twice per month during the first month of an employee's tenure and after that drops down to 
one call per month. This phone call allows the Retention Specialist to ensure that there are no 
issues that have arisen that the employee is reluctant to talk about. 
The Retention Specialist helps the participants deal with non-work related issues within the 
context of the job. He addresses the issue of how these problems affect their job. For other 
issues, the Retention Specialist refers participants to the resources of PPL's Self-Sufficiency 
Program, which has staff trained to deal with a wide variety of issues. 
Number of participants per support personnel: 34 
Retention Rate: 75 % of graduates are still working (the program is only 8 months old) 
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Career Assistance 
As mentioned above, some career assistance is provided during the four-week training course. 
The job search skills included in the training are: filling in applications, mock interviews, and 
resume writing. 
Contract Out? 
Train-to-Work is not available to contract out. The funders for this program include the two 
hospitals, which are primarily interested in filling jobs within their organizations. PPL, however, 
has considered setting up similar programs elsewhere. 
Whittier Works 
Background 
Whittier Works was established three years ago to help connect employers who have a difficult 
time retaining entry level employees with Whittier residents who have had a checkered work 
history. The program employs two job coaches who screen, train, place, and provide follow-up 
support for employees. Traditionally, Whittier Works has formed long-term relationships with 
manufacturing firms that hire a large number of employees each year. Whittier Works also seeks 
to work with companies that pay living wages for their entry-level employees. 
Recruitment 
Whittier Works recruits participants almost solely through word of mouth. The program does 
receive a few referrals from other agencies, but mostly relies on participants spreading the word 
about the program. 
Assessment 
Assessment is done informally in the Whittier Works program. Those interested in participating 
in the program meet with one of the job coaches to learn more about the program and to tell the 
job coach a bit about themselves. In an effort to identify any potential barriers to employment, 
the job coaches ask very direct questions of the applicants, such as "Do you use drugs?" The 
coaches also ask about the participants' families, if they have kids, what their backup plans are if 
their childcare falls through, etc. The job coaches use this meeting to judge the barriers that 
individuals may face in employment and to begin to build a personal relationship with the 
applicant. Further informal assessment is conducted during the program's training sessions. 
Training 
Whittier Works has recently reorganized its training program. In the past, participants were 
required to attend two-hour training sessions on three consecutive Saturdays. Participants would 
work and attend training simultaneously. The job coaches felt that six hours was too little time to 
fully assess, let alone alter, behavioral problems that might negatively affect job performance. 
For this reason, the staff has created a new training program that will last one week, meeting for 
three hours each day. This class will be used to learn as much as possible about the applicants 
and to teach them soft skills. The staff also plans to bring in guest speakers from area businesses 
to share success stories. Peer support is an important part of this training and is fostered as much 
as possible throughout the class. Training is unpaid in an attempt to identify and train those who 
are truly serious about finding a job. 
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Support 
Whittier Works' job coaches provide long-term follow_up support to the employees and 
employers involved in their program. All employees placed by Whittier Works are required to 
call their job coach at least once per week during their 90-day probation period. In addition, the 
job coaches spend a significant amount of time at each job site and see some employees as many 
as three or four times per week, especially if they are encountering a problem. The site visits also 
give the job coach a chance to talk with the supervisor to address any problems that may have 
arisen. After the probation period is over, employees can be hired on permanently by the 
employer and are no longer required to call their job coach. Job coaches do remain available to 
support both employers and employees past the end of the probation period, however. 
Number of participants per support personnel: 37 (they recommend 20-25) 
Retention Rate: 35% for employees that stay for at least one year 
Career Assistance 
No specific career counseling is offered, other than generally acclimatizing participants to the 
world of work. 
Contract Out? 
Whittier Works provides its services free of charge to a variety of employers. However, it has 
not yet provided services to a nonprofit agency. 
KEY ASSUMPTIONS 
In the process of this research, several important issues pertaining to job training and support 
programs were encountered. Each of these issues was important to consider as the job training 
and support model for the Green Institute was developed. A brief discussion of the target 
population, whether to utilize integrated or separated staff functions, and the possibility of 
creating a city-wide training and support network will explain some of the assumptions that were 
made in the process of creating this proposal for the Green Institute' s job training and support 
program. 
Population to Serve 
The best job training and support programs serve a particular niche of the population. Doing so 
allows them to tailor their services to meet the needs of their particular niche. The Green 
Institute' s primary focus for its job creation and job training and support programs is the Phillips 
neighborhood and specifically, within the neighborhood, hard-to-employ individuals with low 
mcomes. 
This target population includes a broad spectrum of people with a wide variety of barriers to 
employment. Those with the largest number and most severe barriers require a significant 
commitment of time and energy and are, therefore, very difficult and expensive to support in 
employment and training. The model described below is not designed to work with this 
population. This job training model provides consistent support, but is not designed to deal with 
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participants who need constant supervision or intensive support. For example, the program 
described in this report is not meant to provide the same kind of support that a program like 
Alliance Apartments provides for its residents. At Alli~ce Apartments, residents live in a 
supportive environment with support services for a variety of problems - employment support 
being just one component. The Green Institute model only provides employment support. It is 
designed to help participants overcome barriers to employment and is meant to serve those who 
have a strong desire to work. The Green Institute will work with programs, such as the Alliance 
Apartments, to complement their services but the Institute will not provide the same 
comprehensive services for its employees. 
The programs described above provide different levels of support for participants. Moving from 
the least intensive to the most intensive the programs are PCDC and Whittier Works, Train-to-
Work, MRC and Goodwill/Easter Seal, and Alliance Apartments. The Green Institute model 
described below fits toward the less intensive side of the spectrum, providing roughly the same 
level of support as Whittier Works. This level of support was chosen because it meets the needs 
of The Green Institute and is financially feasible. Operating at this level means, however, that 
this job training and support program will not be able to assist those with the most and most 
severe barriers to employment. 
Integrated vs. Separated Staff Functions 
Another issue to consider when selecting a job training and support program is whether the 
support functions should be integrated or separated within the organization. Some of the larger 
organizations have different personnel that work with different portions of the training and 
support process. For example, in some organizations one staff person does assessment, another 
does placement. and still another provides follow-up support. As a participant moves through the 
program, he or she works with a different staff person at each stage. Each staff member, then, 
specializes in one of the functions. 
While this system may prove efficient for large organizations, it is important for many employees 
with barriers to employment that they work with a stable, consistent environment and that they 
can build trust with their support staff. This consistency and trust is often easier to provide when 
an organization uses an integrated support system - where on employee works with participants 
throughout the process. Many of the smaller organizations use a completely or partially 
integrated system of support. For example, participants in Whittier Works work only with their 
job coach throughout the program. Train-to-Work and Alliance Apartments use a partially 
integrated system where participants may deal with more than one staff member, but employment 
and support services are primarily provided by one person. These integrated systems are more 
personal and have been very successful, partially due to the level of trust that support staff are 
able to establish \vith participants. Due to the size of The Green Institute's programs and the 
importance of building trust and consistency within the program, a more personal, integrated 
system was selected. 
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Can Job Training and Support be Done by a Broader Network? 
There are a large number of organizations working on job training and support issues in 
Minneapolis. The list of organizations put together for_this report included sixty-nine programs 
and this list only scratched the surface of organizations operating in the City of Minneapolis. 
Many of these programs, like the model that was developed for The Green Institute, are 
organizationally specific, working with one vocation or one set of businesses. Train-to-Work, 
for example, provides training and support for Abbott Northwestern Hospital and Children's 
Health Care. Whittier Works, on the other hand, mainly provides support for metal finishing 
firms. While many of these programs serve different vocations or businesses, they often offer 
similar or identical services. 
This begs the question of whether job training and support services could be provided on a 
wider-scale. Could a broader network provide some of the basic job training and support 
services so that individual organizations did not have to duplicate services? 
While many of the programs that provide job training and support services do look similar, they 
often serve niche populations and businesses and tailor their services to fit these niches. Some of 
the skills taught are universal and could be used across niches. Many of the programs, however, 
integrate these components with more specific training or use specific examples to illustrate the 
lessons taught in these more universal sessions. For example, Train-to-Work's classroom 
sessions include topics such as goal setting, punctuality, and employer expectations. All of these 
topics are addressed through health care and hospital job examples. For instance, it is hospital 
supervisors who come in and talk with participants about expectations in the hospital setting. 
Also, as mentioned above, many of the job training and support programs are successful due to 
the personal relationships that support staff are able to develop with participants. These personal 
relationships would be much harder to create if some of the training were provided by a broader 
network. For example. if a city-wide organization provided some of the basic, universal training 
and then participants moved into further training, placement, and support programs that were 
specific to particular industries or businesses, the consistency of one support staff member 
following a participant through the process would be lost. 
For these reasons. it would be difficult to rely on a broad organization to provide general training 
and support. It does make sense, however, to limit the duplication of services as much as 
possible when it comes to technical training. Often technical training requires significant 
resources to start up and has increasing returns to scale. It does make sense, therefore, for 
individual job training and support programs to utilize outside resources to accomplish any 
technical training they may need to provide. 
The most efficient system may be individual organizations providing rudimentary soft skills 
training and on-going support for participants while operating within a broader network of 
training organizations that provide technical training and training for staff involved in job 
support programs. The Green Institute, for example, could then provide work readiness training 
and support while referring their participants to other organizations that provide technical skills 
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trammg. The same is most likely true of specific support services, such as chemical dependency 
support. Individual organizations could provide the on-going general support that is tailored to 
their needs, while referring participants in need of specjfic, in-depth support to outside agencies. 
This preserves the consistency of the staff support while utilizing existing community resources 
and avoiding as much duplication as possible. This model for a network of support and training 
services is the one laid out in The Green Institute job training and support program described 
below. 
JOB TRAINING MODEL SELECTED 
Using the assessment of The Green Institute'sjob training and support needs, the work done by 
the six job training and support progr~s that were interviewed for this report, and the key 
assumptions described above, the following model was created specifically for The Green 
Institute. This model seeks to incorporate the best practices of those organizations that work in 
South Minneapolis and meet the needs of The Green Institute, while keeping in mind a realistic 
picture of the financial resources that are available for such a program. The model revolves 
around the five key needs of the Institute: recruitment, assessment, training, support, and career 
assistance (see Table 1). 
While this model relies on a variety of actors inside and outside of the organization, much of the 
support and coordination for the program would be the responsibility of a single support person. 
This position would be the one person that program participants have contact with throughout the 
process, as well as the person who would line up the various other supporting agencies and 
personnel to help carry out the training and support. 
Recruitment 
The support person would set up a recruitment system that would provide The Institute with a 
large pool of qualified candidates, the majority of which should come from The Institute's 
targeted populations - hard-to-employ, low-income Phillips residents. In order to accomplish 
this, a network of job posting and referral sites needs to be created. The support person would 
foster relationships with employment referral agencies, housing agencies, and other Phillips 
organizations to establish a network from which to recruit new employees. A list of varied sites 
at which job openings can be posted would be helpful, but in order to recruit enough qualified 
candidates for all of the openings that are expected, it will be necessary to create a network of 
organizations that actively feed candidates into The Green Institute's job training and support 
program. 
Assessment 
The assessment of potential program participants is a major step in the job training and support 
program. The support person would assess each candidate through a variety of methods, 
including an application, an in-person interview, and a series oftests. This assessment may take 
place over two meetings, one to fill out the application and take tests and the second to discuss 
the test results and talk more in-depth with the applicant. The most important factors to discover 
in this assessment are the applicant's work maturity, their potential barriers to successful 
employment, and their ability to do the job. 
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Table 1 
Element Content Who Exnmples TimeFtnttte 
Recruitment Recruiting Candidates for Specific Job Support posting job descriptions Groundwork Done Prior 
Descriptions Person/Outside actively seeking job hunters to Openings 
Or2anizations 
Assessment Interview 
Skills Tests 
Support Person Math & English tests Initial Contact(s) 
A1mlication 
Training Orientation & Initial Soft-Skills Support Person/ introduction to The Green Institute, its Before Work Begins 
Supervisors programs & values, employer (1-2 days) 
expectations, work readiness, 
punctuality, work ethic, making the job 
a priority 
Further Soft-Skills Support Person Communication, problem-solving, self- During 1st Month of 
esteem, conflict resolution, boundary Employment 
setting, goal setting (1-2x per week, 1-2 hours 
per session) 
On-the-Job Supervisor/Co- cashier training, construction . On-Going 
Workers techniques & terminology, computer 
skills 
Technical Skills Vendor/Outside Goodwill construction training On-Going, As Needed 
Organization 
·.· 
Support On-the-Job Support: helps employees deal Support Person lateness/attendance problems, on-the- On-Going: 
with on-the-job conflicts by checking with job conflicts with co-workers & (contact with employees) 
employees away from the job, observing job supervisors, transportation issues that I st month - 4x/month 
site, and checking with supervisors cause work-related problems, etc. 2-3'd month - 2x/month 
4-6th month - 1 x/month 
(contact with supervisors) 
I-3rd month - 2x/month 
4-6th month - 1 x/month 
Other Support: helps employees contact Support Person/ child care, financial management, On-Going, As Needed 
outside resources that provide support for Community dependency, abuse support, housing, 
non-work related issues Resources criminal justice issues, health care, etc. 
Career 
.. · Career/Goal Setting Support Person help employees assess career goals & if When Appropriate for 
Job Hunting Skills those goals can be met at The Green Individual Employees 
Assistance Interviewing Skills Institute, if not, help employees prepare 
Resume Writing for further career opportunities 
Establish Connections with Employers Support Person establish & maintain connections with On-Going 
employers & organizations that might 
hire Green Institute employees (i.e. 
carpenters' & laborers' unions, etc.) 
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While math and reading tests that are specific to the job that the person is applying for may be 
helpful in determining their ability to carry out the job, they are not the most important part of the 
assessment process and should not be overvalued or be~ome intimidating for the applicant. More 
important than the specific skills that applicants possess is their work maturity and the presence 
of potential barriers to employment. While some of this information can be obtained through 
various tests, it is most readily discovered through frank, personal conversations with the 
applicants. Employment law forbids employers from requiring some personal information or 
even asking many of the tough questions that reveal barriers to employment. For this reason, a 
support person who does not work for the Institute would be able to obtain more information 
from potential employees. This is an important reason why the Institute should consider 
contracting with another organization to provide this service. 
It would also be useful to undertake a mid-course assessment part way through an employee's 
training period. This assessment would help determine the effectiveness of the employee's 
training - both soft-skills and technical training. This assessment, carried out by the support 
person and shared with the employee, would help to determine if the employees are progressing 
towards their goals and the effectiveness of the training offered. 
There are a number of organizations that provide assessment services similar to those described 
above and while contracting with an organization to provide just assessment is possible, there are 
a number of disadvantages. First, if a separate program provides assessment, it does not allow 
participants to work with one support person throughout the entire process. This would make it 
more difficult to develop the trusting relationships between support person and participants. 
Second, it is advantageous to have the same person provide assessment and follow-up. Providing 
both services allows the support person to better track the effectiveness of the assessment and 
training processes, to more easily and fully recognize the assessment factors that cause difficulty 
for employees later on, to better understand the true needs of the employers, and to witness the 
long-term challenges and successes of participants. For this reason, it is preferable that one 
person provide all four aspects of the support and training program. 
Training 
There are four types of training that would be utilized in this job training and support program. 
The first type of training is an orientation to The Green Institute and an initial period of soft 
skills training. This training would take place after employees have been hired and placed, but 
before they have begun working. In an effort to get employees working as quickly as possible 
this training would be kept short - one to two half days would be appropriate. The orientation 
should include information on The Green Institute, its programs and values, and the expectations 
of the supervisors. A short session where supervisors directly discuss their expectations would 
be most useful. The initial soft skills training should include work readiness issues, the 
importance of punctuality and a good work ethic, and how to make one's job a priority in life. 
Orientation and the initial soft skills training should be provided often throughout the year, so 
that all new employees will have a chance to participate in it before they begin working or, in the 
very least, shortly after they have begun. It could be offered on an as-needed basis, but would be 
most effective when offered to a small group of employees at one time. This would help build 
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the peer support that is an important element for job training and support programs. Orientation 
and the initial soft skills training should be conducted by the support person in conjunction with 
The Institute's Human Resources capacity and the emp_loyees' new supervisors. 
The second type of training is on-going soft skills instruction. This training could take place 
periodically after employees have started working. It could occur one to two times per week for 
the first month of employment, with each session lasting from one to two hours. Supervisors 
should make arrangements for employees to miss work for several hours in the morning or 
afternoon once or twice per week as they attend these classroom sessions. This training seeks to 
continue the soft skills education started in the previous training while integrating it with work 
experience and allowing participants to begin work as quickly as possible. Topics for these 
sessions should include: communication skills, problem solving skills, self esteem, conflict 
resolution, boundary setting, and goal setting. These sessions should be organized and carried 
out by the support staff member. 
Each program handles the issue of payment for soft skills training differently. Some 
organizations use fairly extensive, unpaid soft skills training as a way to weed out potential 
participants who are less serious about working. Other organizations feel that requiring unpaid 
training puts too large a burden on those who truly need employment and the paycheck that it 
will provide. For this model, it makes sense to give employees time away from work and pay for 
the time they spend on the orientation and initial and further soft skills training. 
The third type of training is on-the-job training. This training would be provided by participants' 
supervisors and co-workers. It would occur every day, on-the-job as the new employees 
interacted with their supervisors and co-workers. It would be job-specific and could include 
cashier training, construction techniques and terminology, and computer training. 
The final type of training in this model is off-site technical training. This training would be 
provided by outside training institutions or organizations and would be arranged as needed for all 
employees. Supervisors and program managers would make arrangements with the support staff 
member to set up such training sessions to upgrade the skills of their employees. An example of 
such a training session is the construction training that the DeConstruction crew attended at 
Goodwill/Easter Seals. 
Support 
Providing adequate support for employees is perhaps the most important aspect of a successful 
job training and support program. This model calls for the support person to provide frequent, 
long-term support to program participants. During the first month of employment the support 
person should have weekly contact with program participants. This contact should take place 
outside of work, either by telephone or in person just before or after work. During the second 
and third months of employment, contact should be made twice a month and during the fourth 
through sixth months contact could take place once per month. After six months contact for 
most employees will no longer be necessary. However, there may be some cases in which the 
support person chooses to maintain contact for additional months and the support person should 
always be available for support after six months if sought out by an employee. 
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The support person should also maintain regular contact with the supervisor of the employee. 
This contact can occur less regularly, perhaps twice pe~ month during the first three months and 
once per month during the second three months. After six months this contact could also be 
discontinued, but, as with employees, the support person should be available if the supervisor 
requests assistance after an employee's first six months. 
This follow-up support is meant to assist employees in dealing with on-the-job conflicts, lateness 
or attendance problems, conflicts with co-workers and supervisors, transportation issues, etc. By 
contacting both the employee and the supervisor, the support person can discover these issues 
and help the employee deal with them effectively before they result in a termination. Supervisors 
should be able to call on the support person each time an employee fails to call in or show up for 
work. The support person can then check up on the employee to find out what is happening, 
while freeing up the supervisor to carry out their other duties. 
The support person should also be available to help connect the employees with outside 
resources that can assist them with non-work related issues. Because these issues are so varied, it 
would be impossible for the support person to handle all of the issues themselves. Therefore, the 
support person should establish and maintain contact with a variety of community resources that 
employees can utilize when the need arises. For example, the support person should not seek to 
'help an employee who has a chemical dependency problem, but instead refer the employee to a 
reliable organization or individual who may be able to provide that person with adequate support. 
It is vital that the initiative remain with the employee to find help for themselves, but the support 
person can assist by pointing out how a problem can affect work and by identifying and 
suggesting programs that are available and reliable. Utilizing outside resources, the support 
person can help employees deal with childcare issues, personal financial management, 
dependency and abuse issues, affordable housing, family criminal justice issues, and health care. 
From conversations with other programs that provide similar types and levels of support, it 
appears that the support person should be able to work with from twenty to thirty participants at 
one time. This caseload does not allow the support person to directly provide support for issues 
that are outside of work. But working directly with work-related problems, this caseload does 
allow the support person to make frequent contact with program participants. 
In addition to support provided by the designated support staff member, support should be 
provided by and nurtured among other participants. This peer support is very effective in helping 
employees overcome barriers to employment and should be integrated into group training 
sessions as much as possible. 
Career Assistance 
Because The Green Institute seeks to serve as an entry point into the workforce for hard-to-
employ individuals and to enhance the capacity of its employees, this job training and support 
model would include a career assistance component. First, the program would include a variety 
of career and job seeking sessions, including: career goal setting, job-hunting skills, interviewing 
skills, and resume writing. These sessions would be led by the support person and would help 
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participants assess their career goals and decide if those goals can be met at The Green Institute. 
If the goals cannot be met at the Institute, these sessions would help participants prepare for 
further career opportunities. Career assistance sessions should be held periodically and 
participants should be invited to join when it is appropriate for their situation. 
Second, the support staff member should establish and maintain connections with employers and 
training programs that might be interested in Green Institute employees. For example, 
connections could be made with the carpenter's and laborer's union apprenticeship programs and 
with independent carpenters who may be interested in admitting or hiring DeConstruction 
employees. Connections could also be made with manager training programs at area building 
supply stores and to tenants in the PEEC that may be interested in hiring ReUse Center 
employees. 
Through job hunting training and an established network of training and employment options, 
The Green Institute could assist its employees with moving to their next job. 
Sequence and Coordination of Services 
The components of this model do not operate in isolation or strictly sequentially. Many of the 
elements would occur simultaneously (see Figure 1). Recruitment is the first step in the process, 
followed by assessment. The early stages of career assistance, such as goal setting, would follow 
directly after assessment as the support staff member helps participants identify their career 
goals. Career assistance would continue, then, on an individual, as-needed basis until the 
participant finds another job. After the assessment phase, participants would be hired and placed 
in a job. 
Before work begins they would participate in the orientation and initial soft skill training 
sessions. Beginning simultaneously with the orientation, participants would be able to consult 
with the support person if they are in need of other, community support services. This support 
would continue until the participant finds another job. 
After orientation and the initial soft skills training participants would begin working. 
Participants would also simultaneously receive on-the-job training, continued soft skills training, 
and follow up support from the support staff member. On-the-job training and the follow up 
support would continue until the participant finds another job. The soft skills training would 
continue for the first month of employment. Additional, off-site technical training would occur 
as needed throughout the participant's employment with The Green Institute. Once the 
participant has been placed in a new job, the services provided by The Green Institute would 
cease. 
The services have been sequenced in this way to ensure that participants are able to begin 
working as quickly as possible while receiving all of the training and support that is necessary to 
help them succeed. The sequence of services and which services each participant receives are 
flexible so that the needs of individual employees can be met. 
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Figure 1 
Green Institute Job Training & Support Model 
Sequence of Services 
Time-------------------------------------------------
Assessment Hired & 
Placed 
Orientation & j"w orking 
Initial Soft ~- ---------------------------~ 
Skills 
rrraining 
jon-the-Job Training 
Continued Soft Skills Training 
,.__ ___ ~ !Follow-up Support 
.__ __ ___. jother Support Services (as needed) 
pareer Assistance (as needed) 
f ontact The Green Institute jsegin Work for The Green Institute 
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Off-Site Technical Skills Traii-iing (as needed) 
Placed in 
New Job (as 
needed) 
rewJob 
Just as the individual components of this job training and support model cannot operate alone, it 
is important that the program not operate in isolation from The Institute's Human Resources 
department. While there are definite advantages to COJ:?,tracting with an outside organization to 
perform these duties, it cannot function completed separate from The Institute. It is essential that 
such an entity remain in close contact with The Institute's Human Resource department. The 
support function and the Human Resources department need to coordinate on a number of issues, 
including: personnel paperwork, personnel policies, hiring needs, and employee evaluations and 
terminations. 
In order to accomplish this coordination, the support function needs to remain in close 
communication with the Human Resources department through frequent meetings and updates. 
The support person could be asked to attend personnel committee meetings to remain up-to-date 
on human resource developments within The Institute. It may prove most beneficial to have the 
Human Resources department oversee the contract with the support organization. 
The support function also needs to remain in direct, close contact with the supervisors and 
program directors that work in The Institute's various programs. This will ensure that the 
training and support provided is meeting the needs of The Green Institute. 
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APPENDIX A 
CJr_gcinizat_i_on 
Alliance Apartments 
American Indian OIC 
Anishinabe Council of Job Developers 
Catholic Charities 
- - -
Centre for Asians and Pacific Islanders 
. -- - ---- -- -
Chicano Latinos Unidos en Servicios - CLUES 
·----------------------------- -
Community Action of Minneapolis 
Coyle Community CentElr __ _ 
Division of Indian Work of Grtr Mpls Cncl of Churches 
EAC-WINGS South 
EAC-Young Parents 
Early Childhood ReSC>!,-!rc;t3 (:;enter 
East Side Neig~bor~o_c>~§eryic;e~. Inc. 
Educational Opportunity Center 
Episcopal Community §eryices l11c. 
Exodus Community (?e\f~!C>prTJen_! C::orporation 
Glenwood Lyndal_e CorT1_rn_u11ity ~t3nter Inc 
Goodwill Industries 
- -- ···--·---···-- ----~------
HerinElpin _g_ounty 1/V_.E.R_:9_:__ 
l-1E:inn_ieen Technical College _____ _ 
HIRED at Sabathani 
Hmong American Partnership _______ _ _ 
l-lospitality House Inc. __________ _ 
f:'!~~ert H. Humphr~ Job Corps Center __ 
l_r,_stitute for Education and Advocacy 
Jewish Vocational Services 
Lao Assistance Center of Minnesota 
- ----
Loring Nicollet Community Center 
Lutheran Social Service of Minnesota 
Lutheran Social Services of Minnesota 
Minneapolis American_lndian Center __ _ 
~llll__f;l~p_c>!!~ !:_u~lic Housing ~!~_()~ity __ 
Minneapolis Rehabilitation Center_ 
fv1inneapoJis__Urban League 
Minnesota [)e!)artmen!_()_f_~co_nomic Security 
New Hooe Center 
!Program 
I !Address ~ity 
rv1pls_ 
Mpls 
Mpls 
Mpls 
fv1pls 
St. Paul 
State 
MN 
MN 
1MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
Eden Programs 
Seton Services 
Employment & Training 
1719 East 16th Street 
: 1845 East Franklin Avenue 
I 
3702 East Lake Street 
2104 Stevens Avenue S. 
3702 East Lake Street 
220 South Robert Street 
- ---· --
401 2nd Avenue S. Mpls MN 
)420 15th Avenue S. Mpls MN 
, 1001 East Lake Street Mpls I MN 
· 1527 East Lake Street I Mpls , MN 
12104 Park Avenue S. iMpls IMN 
1 ~_00 E. Lake Street Mp!s_ MN 
1929 2nd Street N.E. __ Mpls_ MN 
1§91_1jE:ln_nepin Avenue !'Jlf>I~ MN 
~~Q_Qc:1k _Grove Street rv1[)!s__ fv1!'1_ 
_ .~91Q_§_tE3_vens Avenue S. _ tlt1p!s__ MN 
908 5th Avenue N. Mpls MN 
. Employme_niffFc:i_i11ing Prgrr1 _ !?S4["go~C>Avenue _ St.PjiuJ MN 
___ __ _ _ _ _ -~~Q_1~t_h __ ~t_reet South,Ste 370 Mpls___ ~N 
7145 Harriet Avenue S. Richfield MN 
--~----------- -- -· --·-
~10 E. 38th Street, __ RoCl_rn ~01 ~p!s___ MN 
1525 Glenwood Avenue N. _ _ _ Mpls_ _ _ Ml',J_ 
~~Q_2_Qhicag_o_~\IE:ln_~E:l _ _ _____ ~pl~_ ~!'! 
___ , 1480 North Snelling Avenue __ St. Paul _ MN 
____ , 1730 Clifton Place_____ __ _ _ _ _ _ Mpls ___ _ MN 
-
1500 S. Hwy 1 00,_§tE:l_~11 _____ fv12_ls_ ____ rv1!'1_ 
1015 Olson Memorial Hwy _ Mpls __ MN 
1925 Nicollet Avenue S. _______ Mpls _ MN 
_M]11neapolis OfficE:l ___ _ 241 ~ _l:ark~\IE:l11ue ~pis_ MN 
~i!i ':'?I~ ~v_enue _ rv1JJ!5- _____ ~!'! __ _ 
1 ~~Q _r=rc:1nklin Avenue E. rv1p!s_ MN 
Welfare to Work 11001 Washington Avenue N. Mpls 
Youth Employr11E:int ~c;t_ion gntr 1~00 C_hic;age> Avenue fv1pls 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
-
7?7 ~- Lake Street, Ste 203 fv1pls 
S. Mpls Workforce Cntr 1777 E. Lake Street Mpls 
2739 Cedar Avenue S. Mols 
27 
INew Hope Center 27 
ZIP First Name Last Name Title ___ Work Phone Fax Number 
55404 Robert J. Borriello Supportive Services Emplymnt Specialist 612-630-3600 612-630-3601 
155404 Dale Means ----- Associat-e_Director_______ --------- 612-341-~~~!:3_ _§12-341-3766-
612-722-1866 
Teri Foster Unit Supervisor 612-872-8777 I 612-872-9696 
612-721-0122 
1
55406 
55404 
55406 
55107 
----- - - - -- - ----------1--- --- - ---
55401 
-·---~-·-
55454 
55407 
·----------
----- - . -------+----------1------------t 
55407 
55404 
55407 
_, Sh~-rty ______ -[Glanton-F'a __ _rn~II IPrCJgram Director 
Kayci ____ Rush______ _ Program Director 
-- --- + --- ------+--------
612-292-0117 
+----------1 
612-348-8858 
----1 ----1 
612-338-5282 
612-722-8722 
~_1_2-7?1-2714 j'612-7?1-~_~.t!I 
612-871-6002 612-871-6125 
612-721-0265 
55418 fa.n_gie Ivocalino __ (EtnJ~_l_()_l'ment F'r()_g_rc1m __ Qirector l612-78l~~_Q11 L6_12-781-9257 
55403 612-349-2524 
---·----- ·- +--
55403 612-87 4-8823 
--- ----+ ·----- ---+----- -· 
55419 
55405 
1612-822-0271--1 I 
612-342-1500 
55108 IJim Roth 612-646-2591 612-649-0302 
55404-1010 I Lee Berger Manager 612-348-8953 612-348-5435 
55423 I Katie Anderson Case Aid 612-861-7481 612-866-2304 
55409 I Olga Valdovinos Program Director 612-822-9071 612-822-9235 
55405 ITsuchue Vang Director - Self-Sufficiency 612-377-6482 612-377-6433 
55407 612-823-5040 
55108 612-642-1133 
55403 612-871-6350 
55416 Carla Richert Programs Manager 612-591-0300 612-591-0227 
55405 612-37 4-4967 
55403 John Middleton Job Develogment Coordinator 612-871-2031 612-871-4126 
55404 612-871-0221 
55404 Elizabeth Hayes Interim Director 612-879-5268 612-871-0354 
55404 612-871-4555 
55401 Bob Boyd Manager - Welfare to Work 612-342-1205 612-335-4427 
55404 Jean Ugshaw 612-879-5499 
55407 Natalie Johnson Lee E&T 612-822-3645 612-824-0510 
55407 Barb Palmer E & T Sugervisor 612-821-4011 612-821-4014 
55407 612-721-9415 
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Organization 
---- --- ---·-·--·--
_f'Jew~ate Education and Research Center Inc 
Next Innovations 
Parents in Community Action Park Race 
People Serving People 
R1illips Community Development Corporation 
Pillsbury Neighborhood Services 
PRISM Inc 
Project for Pride in Living 
Project for Pride in Livin~ 
Project Offstreet 
Project Regina 
F'roject Self Sufficiency_ _______ _ 
Project SOLO 
Reachout 
Resource Inc. 
Saint Paul Rehabilitation Center 
Seward Redesign Inc 
··- ----------
South East Asian Refugee Community Home 
§t. Stephen's 
Summit Academy 
Survival Skills Institute 
Tasks Unlimited 
--- ------------
The. City l~_c. 
Turning Pt:>i~t ·- _ 
Twin Cities RISE! 
·~--
Upper Midwest American Indian Center 
-----------~- ------ ·-- - --
Urban Comr:r:!.ur,ities Association of Minneapofi~. -··--- . 
Whittier Community Development Corporation 
Women Venture 
Women's __§"r,ployment and Resource Center 
YMCA Blaisdell Branch 
----
YouthCare 
·-
YWCA Hawkins Branch 
--- --- -------- -
/~IP lFirstName 71 <>cfM~--
iProgram 
Job Bank Program 
. New Unity Cntr / Coyle Cntr 
Self-Sufficiency Program 
Connections to Work 
-- - ·- ···--- - . --
Construction Training Program 
- - -- - - -----
Address 
2900 Hennepin Avenue E 
2828 Lyndale Avenue S. 
27 45 Park Avenue 
400 S. 10 Street 
1014 Franklin Avenue E 
2507 Fremont Avenue N. 
I 100 N. 6th Street 
12516 Chicago Avenue 
'801 E Franklin 
212 N. 2nd Street 
1006 W. Lake Street 
600 18th Avenue N. 
12433 Park Avenue . 
1417 E Lake Street 
11900 Chicago Avenue 
!709 University Avenue 
124~2 Franklin Avenue E 
1421 Park Avenue 
2211 Clinton Avenue S. 
935 Olson Memorial Hwy 
- --· - - -
1501 Xerxes Avenue N. 
City 
-··-•MpTs 
Mpls 
Mpls 
Mpls 
1 Mpls 
Mpls 
Mpls 
Mpls 
Mpls 
Mpls 
Mpls 
Mpls 
Mpls 
Mpls 
Mpls 
St. Paul 
Mpls 
Mpls 
- _.rv1e!s 
rv1e1s 
Mpls 
---·---- -· i 
1 
2419 Nicollet Avenue Mpls 
. -··--- -··-···-·-- ·--·------- .. ·j-·-·-- --- --· -- ·--······-···· ... ----··· 
__ • 1545. ELake Street __ ....... -·· _. Mpls _ 
1500 Golden Valley RDad _ .. _ Mpls 
_ 112 N. Third Street, Ste 201. ___ Mpls __ 
1 1113 W. Broadway Mpls 
·I ·······-· --···--~··--·····--···-·· ···--·· ······---·--·---- .... - . -·······-· --···-
! 1401 ainton Avenue S. Mpls 
!
Whittier Works · · · 2845 Harriet Avenue · · Mpls · 
---. _ ·- _ ..... ·. _ --... -... __ ·= =-:-·~-=.~ ..-.~:~- · ~1~. ; ~t~t~;~r0ulw ~ · · _ ~~l.t 
3335 Blaisdell Avenue S. Mpls 
· --··. -. -.. : .. ··. ~ .. =~~ :._ . s}"~ _N~~ollE:t rv1a1.1. ~- _ . - . ~e!f _· 
1801 James Avenue N. M!)_ls 
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I 
State 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
IMN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
,MN 
1MN 
MN 
MN 
I~~ 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
MN 
ZIP 
55413 
55408 
55407 
55404 
55404 
55411 
55403 
55404 
55404 
55401 
55408 
55411 
55404 
55408 
--·-- -
55404 
55104 
55406 
55404 
55404 
55405 
---- --- . 
55411 
55404 
55407 
-------· --
554113139 
FirstName 
Lugene 
.Kimberly 
Arlene 
Sue 
'Marsha ! ----
! 
I 
LastName 
I 
Flores 
!Sims 
I 
i 
'Raymond 
Roedl 
29 
Title 
MFIP Program Manager 
Program Coordinator 
55401 
55411 
55404 
55408 
55114 
55404 
55408 
55402 
55411 
John I Flo~~-~~ · · ·· ··· -- --~- -
-- --- - --·---. ·-------- ----- --. ··---- - ----- --
-----·-+ .. -- --------
-----·-··--·· -------+--------
-·-···-----t-- ---·-·-
30 
Work Phone 
- - - --
612-378-0177 
612-871-5057 
612-870-7422 
612-333-9138 
612-871-2435 
Fax Number 
612-529-9267 1612-529-4 7 43 
·512-339-7090 I 
612-874-8511 
6 1 2 -8 7 4 -6 7 7 0 
'612-338-3103 
'1'612-827-267q 
612-342-1360 
'612-87 4-1936 
1612-827-5606 I . . . 
:612-871-2402 
612-227-8471 
612-338-8729 
1612-673-9388 
'612-87 4-9292 
- - - --·- --
61 2 -3 7 7 -0 1 5 0 
612-522-6525 
... -- -- ---- --- - -
612-871-3320 
- ---------- -----··-- -·· 
612-724-3689 
-l-- --·-------·- --·-- -
612-3 77-8070 
612-338-0295 
-- - ---·-------------
612-522-4436 
--- ---·---
612-872-0554 
--· -- ------·----
612-879-0109 
----------------
612-646-3808 
612-872-8777 
. ' 612-827-5401 
- -·· -- ----- - ---- ------- - -
612-338-1233 
612-522-6559 
